
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Livestream the Stars  

EXCLUSIVE REPORTING OF THE ROCK STAR LIFESTYLE OF KAMP KACE  

ROCKSTARS AND DIVAS 
 

Pictured Left: Taylor 
Pictured Right: Rachel 
#differentpeople #notsisters 

Epic Nerf war by @CabinB isn’t 
without it causalities #warisheck 
#purpleheart #brooks 

So.......Who Won? 

Kamp KACE Thursday, June 28th 
/“?;‘?“th, 2017 

Wednesday was a day jam packed 
full of fun, friends, and fabulous music. 
The day started with some 
intermittent rain, however kampers 
didn’t seem to mind the free shower! 
After breakfast, kampers spashed 
through puddles to all of their regular 
activites – no lighting, no problems. 
The sun came out in the afternoon to 
dry things up. For dinner, kampers 
were able to enjoy all of the fish that  

This section is for like a short little story line. 
Much like a headline, but does have any 
content later in the paper per se.  

Jukebox Hero  
Every cabin brought their A game to the Lip 

Sync battle in the YMCA rec hall. We had 
everything from greasers to spice girls… literally. 
The crowd was thunderstruck from their seats in 
amazement, a phenomenon that this reporter 

can’t stop believing even happened. While 
trolling for men, all the single ladies made like 

cheerleaders hoping to find their very own 
(fresh) prince charming. Much to the dismay of 

the kampers & counselors, this summer night 
ended without an official champion.  

 
International Man of Mystery 
Interest in high ropes has suddenly spiked the 
past few day, namely in cabins 5 and 7. High 
levels of swooning have also been recorded at 
means and when the Y-Staff sped by on the 
golf carts. Inside sources say that it may be the 
new ropes guy on Kamp. One neutral, 
bystander was heart to say, “He is the cutest 
boy I have ever seen in real life.”   

Girl like shrieks heard during 
cabin4 kitchen raid. #wasntme 

was caught yesterday during our annual fishing afternoon – thank you to the 
Lions for making it happen. For the evening program kampers were finally 
able to showcase the lip syncs they were preparing all week. (Details below) 
At campfire was a very special surprise guest: Blind Joe from The Voice. Blind 
Joe shared the story of his story of persverance, music, and love, all while 
cracking jokes and keeping the kampers fully engaged. Chalk this up as 
another memorable day at Kamp KACE.  

ROCK N ROLL IS HERE 

“Hey, that’s our table.” – Cabin 3 
“There are no rules at snack time.” – Tyler 

Breakfast was waffles with a 
side of #dontstopbelieving  

Blinded with dance fever, 
Maren and Tyler let their SUP 
float away. #cabin22therescue 
 

#piercings #alanowesavery 

#gemgirls #wearingmymoney 

The boys of @cabinD started 
an intense game of ultimate. 
Blood, sweat, and tears 
followed, but mostly sweat. 
#whatsmells #axefordays 
 


